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Why is Flavour Physics so cool? 

1)  Sensitive to new physics 

2)  At the heart of the Standard Model 
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This Letter reports the results of experimental
studies designed to search for the 2m decay of the
K, meson. Several previous experiments have
served"~ to set an upper limit of 1/300 for the
fraction of K2 's which decay into two charged pi-
ons. The present experiment, using spark cham-
ber techniques, proposed to extend this limit.
In this measurement, K,' mesons were pro-

duced at the Brookhaven AGS in an internal Be
target bombarded by 30-BeV protons. A neutral
beam was defined at 30 degrees relative to the

1 1circulating protons by a 1&-in. x 12-in. x 48-in.
collimator at an average distance of 14.5 ft. from
the internal target. This collimator was followed
by a sweeping magnet of 512 kG-in. at -20 ft. .
and a 6-in. x 6-in. x 48-in. collimator at 55 ft. A
1~-in. thickness of Pb was placed in front of the
first collimator to attenuate the gamma rays in
the beam.
The experimental layout is shown in relation to

the beam in Fig. 1. The detector for the decay
products consisted of two spectrometers each
composed of two spark chambers for track delin-
eation separated by a magnetic field of 178 kG-in.
The axis of each spectrometer was in the hori-
zontal plane and each subtended an average solid
angle of 0.7&& 10 steradians. The squark cham-
bers were triggered on a coincidence between
water Cherenkov and scintillation counters posi-
tioned immediately behind the spectrometers.
When coherent K,' regeneration in solid materials
was being studied, an anticoincidence counter was
placed immediately behind the regenerator. To
minimize interactions K2' decays were observed
from a volume of He gas at nearly STP.

Water

The analysis program computed the vector mo-
mentum of each charged particle observed in the
decay and the invariant mass, m*, assuming
each charged particle had the mass of the
charged pion. In this detector the Ke3 decay
leads to a distribution in m* ranging from 280
MeV to -536 MeV; the K&3, from 280 to -516; and
the K&3, from 280 to 363 MeV. We emphasize
that m* equal to the E' mass is not a preferred
result when the three-body decays are analyzed
in this way. In addition, the vector sum of the
two momenta and the angle, |9, between it and the
direction of the K,' beam were determined. This
angle should be zero for two-body decay and is,
in general, different from zero for three-body
decays.
An important calibration of the apparatus and

data reduction system was afforded by observing
the decays of K,' mesons produced by coherent
regeneration in 43 gm/cm' of tungsten. Since the
K,' mesons produced by coherent regeneration
have the same momentum and direction as the
K,' beam, the K,' decay simulates the direct de-
cay of the K,' into two pions. The regenerator
was successively placed at intervals of 11 in.
along the region of the beam sensed by the detec-
tor to approximate the spatial distribution of the
K,"s. The K,' vector momenta peaked about the
forward direction with a standard deviation of
3.4+0.3 milliradians. The mass distribution of
these events was fitted to a Gaussian with an av-
erage mass 498.1+0.4 MeV and standard devia-
tion of 3.6+ 0.2 MeV. The mean momentum of
the K,o decays was found to be 1100 MeV/c. At
this momentum the beam region sensed by the
detector was 300 K,' decay lengths from the tar-
get.
For the K,' decays in He gas, the experimental

distribution in m is shown in Fig. 2(a). It is
compared in the figure with the results of a
Monte Carlo calculation which takes into account
the nature of the interaction and the form factors
involved in the decay, coupled with the detection
efficiency of the apparatus. The computed curve
shown in Fig. 2(a) is for a vector interaction,
form-factor ratio f /f+= 0.5, and relative abun-
dance 0.47, 0.37, and 0.16 for the Ke3, K&3, and
Eg3 respectively. The scalar interaction has
been computed as well as the vector interaction
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Flavour physics has a track record 

GIM mechanism in K0àµµ  CP violation, KL
0àππ  B0ßàB0 mixing 

“…a quark model, but involving four, not 
three fundamental fermions…” 

“… phases of elements of 3x3 unitary matrix 
cannot be absorbed into […] six fields …” 

“ mt > 50 GeV/c2                      t quark mass   
” 
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erage mass 498.1+0.4 MeV and standard devia-
tion of 3.6+ 0.2 MeV. The mean momentum of
the K,o decays was found to be 1100 MeV/c. At
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For the K,' decays in He gas, the experimental

distribution in m is shown in Fig. 2(a). It is
compared in the figure with the results of a
Monte Carlo calculation which takes into account
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Precise flavour measurements 

Particle Indirect Direct 
ν β decay Fermi 1932 Reactor ν-CC Cowan, Reines 1956 

W β decay Fermi 1932 W!eν UA1, UA2 1983 

c K0!µµ GIM 1970 J/ψ Richter, Ting 1974 

b CPV K0!ππ CKM, 3rd gen 1964/72 Υ Ledermann 1977 

Z ν-NC Gargamelle 1973 Z! e+e- UA1 1983 

t B mixing ARGUS 1987 t! Wb D0, CDF 1995 

H e+e- EW fit, LEP 2000 H! 4µ/γγ CMS, ATLAS 2012 

? What’s next ? ? ? 
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•  Historical record of indirect discoveries: 
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Diagonalize Yukawa matrix Yij 
–  Mass terms 
–  Quarks rotate 

–  Off diagonal terms in charged current couplings 

Niels Tuning (8) 

Origin of CKM SM Kinetic Higgs Yukawa= + +L L L L
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What’s going on?? 

N. Tuning - Starterkit - 4 Nov 2020  http://www.nikhef.nl/~h71/Lectures/2020/ppII-cpviolation-14022020.pdf 9 



(CKM: a quick reminder…) 

uI 

dI 

W 
u 

d,s,b 

W 

Weak eigenstates 
(like νe, νµ, ντ) 

Mass eigenstates 
(like ν1, ν2, ν3) 

10 N. Tuning - Starterkit - 4 Nov 2020  

1) Matrix to transform weak- and mass-eigenstates: 



(CKM: a quick reminder…) 

uI 

dI 

W 
u 

d,s,b 

W 

Weak eigenstates Mass eigenstates 

11 N. Tuning - Starterkit - 4 Nov 2020  

1) Matrix to transform weak- and mass-eigenstates: 

2) Matrix has imaginary numbers: 



* * *

* * *

* * *

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1

ud cd td ud us ub

us cs ts cd cs cb

ub cb tb td ts tb

V V V V V V
V V V V V V V V

V V V V V V

+

⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟= =⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟

⎜ ⎟ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

(CKM: a quick reminder…) 

1) Matrix to transform weak- and mass-eigenstates: 

uI 

dI 

W 
u 

d,s,b 

W 

Weak eigenstates Mass eigenstates 

2) Matrix has imaginary numbers: 

3) Matrix is unitary: 

* * * 0ub ud cb cd tb tdV V V V V V+ + =

Vub
*Vud
Vcb
*Vcd

Vtb
*Vtd

Vcb
*Vcd

1*

*

≡
cdcb

cdcb

VV
VV(0,0) (1,0) 

β γ 
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CKM:  (1995) LHCb Letter-of-Intent 

•  LHC-B Letter-of-Intent 1995 
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CKM:  (1995) LHCb Letter-of-Intent … 

•  Letter-of-Intent 1995 

γ 

(0,0) (1,0) 

~ Vtd
γ 
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1995 

CKM  

 

•  All consistent? 

2019 
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Outline 

•  Once upon a time... 

•  Working Groups 
–  Physics Analysis WG 

–  Physics Performance WG 

–  Liaisons 

•  Structure 

•  Review 

•  Deadlines 

N. Tuning - Starterkit - 4 Nov 2020  16 



Organisation: LHCb 

•  Collaboration Board 

–  Management 

•  OPG, TB, PPG 

–  … 

»  … 

 

 

 

https://lhcb-conv.web.cern.ch/StructureDefault.html 

N. Tuning - Starterkit - 4 Nov 2020  17 

https://lhcb.web.cern.ch/lhcb_page/collaboration/organization/lhcb-conv/StructureDefault.html 



Organisation: Physics 

•  Working Groups 

 

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/viewauth/LHCbPhysics/LHCbPhysics 
N. Tuning - Starterkit - 4 Nov 2020  18 



Physics Analysis WG Landscape: lots of overlap 
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Physics Analysis WG Landscape: more than b! 
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FCNC: bàs 
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Figure 2: (top left) Two-dimensional SV-tag BDT distribution and (top right) fit for events in
the subsample with pT(µ)/pT(jµ) > 0.9, projected onto the (bottom left) BDT(bc|udsg) and
(bottom right) BDT(b|c) axes. Combined data for

p
s = 7 and 8 TeV for both muon charges are

shown.

against other jet types. The SV track multiplicity identifies b jets well, since b-hadron
decays typically produce many displaced tracks. In Fig. 4, the distributions of Mcor and
SV track multiplicity for a subsample of SV-tagged events with BDT(bc|udsg) > 0.2 (see
Fig. 2) are fitted simultaneously. The templates used in these fits are obtained from data

7

Resolve b and c jets 

Improve proton pdf’s 

A.Garcia, R.Gauld,  
A.Heijboer, J.Rojo 
arXiv:2004.04756 

Anti-proton flux for cosmic rays 
Impressive sin2θw 

Discovery of  
pentaquarks 



New hadrons discovered... 

N. Tuning - Starterkit - 4 Nov 2020  https://www.nikhef.nl/~pkoppenb/particles.html 
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Charm 

Physics Performance WGs 
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PPWG OPG related Discussion  
Groups 

Run1-2 Perf Phys. Software (PAC) Statistics&ML 

Flavour Tagging Data Quality Amplitude An 

Simulation Stripping Early Meas.TF 

Luminosity 
Software Dev&Meth 
. 

RTA 
DPA 

QEE 

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/viewauth/LHCbPhysics/LHCbPhysics 



Liaisons 
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RD 
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B&Q Charm 
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QEE 

23 Names of the liaisons: 
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCbPhysics/LHCbWGLiaisons 

Flavour tagging 

Luminosity 

Liaisons Liaisons for  
Run-3 preparation 

Run1-2 Perf Run-3 Perf 
Stripping RTA/DPA 
Trigger 
Simulation 

Statistics 
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Preparing for run-3: Liaisons 

Ø  Liaisons to contribute to run-3 
1)  RTA/DPA  (help implementations, relevant to WG) 

2)  RTA/EMTF  (run-3 performance, ensure variables relevant to WG are monitored)  

24 

MC EMTF RTA (Real Time Analysis) DPA (Data Processing & Analysis) 

Early WP1 Data structures 
Physics WP2 Reconstruction WP1 Sprucing 
Analysis 1) WP3 Selections WP2 Analysis productions 

Simulation Data 2) WP4 Align & Calib WP3 Offline analysis tools  
Validation Validation WP5 QA WP4 Innovative techniques 

WP6 R&D  WP5 Legacy software & data 
24 



Preparing for run-3 
•  RTA/DPA/EMTF/Simulation structure exists 

•  Data validation is more important than ever 
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EUROPEAN ORGANIZATION FOR NUCLEAR RESEARCH (CERN)

CERN-LHCC-2020-006
LHCb-TDR-2020-021

June 2, 2020

LHCb Upgrade GPU High Level Trigger
Technical Design Report

LHCb collaboration

Abstract

We present Allen, a GPU based solution for the first stage of the upgraded LHCb
detector’s High Level Trigger.

The Allen project is named after Frances E. Allen.

The cover image was created by Takashi Tomooka and is licensed under the Creative
Commons Attribution-Share Alike 2.0 Generic licence.

© 2020 CERN for the benefit of the LHCb collaboration. CC-BY-4.0 licence.
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LHCb-INT-2020-009
May 21, 2020

Data Processing & Analysis (DPA)

Project

C. Burr1, P. Koppenburg2, D. Lucchesi3, E. Rodrigues4, N. Skidmore5, A. Tully6

1
European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN), Geneva, Switzerland
2
Nikhef National Institute for Subatomic Physics, Amsterdam, Netherlands

3
University and INFN Padova, Padova, Italy

4
Oliver Lodge Laboratory, University of Liverpool, Liverpool, United Kingdom

5
Universität Bonn, Bonn, Germany

6
Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL), Lausanne, Switzerland

Abstract

This note introduces the Data Processing & Analysis (DPA) project recommended

by the O✏ine Analysis Task Force [1]. It presents the proposed organisation of

the project in terms of work packages, prioritised deliverables, and person-power

required to carry out the programme.
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MC EMTF RTA (Real Time 
Analysis) 

DPA (Data Processing & Analysis) 

Early WP1 Data structures 
Physics WP2 Reconstruction WP1 Sprucing 
Analysis WP3 Selections WP2 Analysis productions 
& Data WP4 Align & Calib WP3 Offline analysis tools  
Validation WP5 QA WP4 Innovative techniques 

WP6 R&D  WP5 Legacy software & data 25 



Review 

WG  

Review 
 

RC  
Review committee 

  

EB 
Coll.wide 
review 

N. Tuning - Starterkit - 4 Nov 2020  26 

•  Review procedure widely appreciated by the collaboration! 
•  (even though it can be lengthy at times...) 



Review 

WG  

Review 
 

RC  
Review committee 

~6 months 

EB 
Coll.wide 
review 

N. Tuning - Starterkit - 4 Nov 2020  27 

Median time (days) from WG approval to RC Approved 

Publication statistics: 
https://lhcb-publications-stats.web.cern.ch/lhcb-publications-stats/plots.html 

•  Review by RC is thorough! 



Review procedure 

WG  

Review 
 

RC/PC  
Review committee 

 

EB 
Coll.wide 
review 

N. Tuning - Starterkit - 4 Nov 2020  28 

•  Paraphrasing EB chair Franz Muheim: 
Ø  “Be aware that conferences come and go, but papers are there to stay ” 

Ø  Or: Quality is leading, Milestones are subleading 

•  We try to help the process from WG to EB: 
Ø  Assign review committee prior to WG approval 

Ø  Assign EB reviewer          prior to RC approval 

030 020 040 

https://lhcb.web.cern.ch/lhcb_page/collaboration/organization/editorial_board/lhcbpub.pdf 



Analysis status 

https://lhcb-publications-stats.web.cern.ch/lhcb-publications-stats/active.html N. Tuning - Starterkit - 4 Nov 2020  

•  Can be followed from webpages: 

29 



Analysis status 

N. Tuning - Starterkit - 4 Nov 2020  30 



Deadlines? 
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https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/viewauth/LHCbPhysics/UpcomingDeadlines 

•  Implications Workshop just ended 

31 



Large effort by LHCb colleagues to provide fresh input last week! 

32 

•  10 new LHCb results presented last week for the first time: 
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Report Title What? 

PAPER-2020-027 Search for long-lived particles decaying to eµν Exotic 

PAPER-2020-035 Study of B0
s→J/ψK+K−π+π− X(4740) 

PAPER-2020-033 Search for the rare decay B0→J/ψϕ OZI 

PAPER-2020-034 Observation of a new excited D+
s state in B0→D+D−K+π− decays DsJ

+(2590) 

PAPER-2020-037 Observation of the B0
s→D∗±D∓ decay and measurement of its branching fraction Penguin 

PAPER-2020-038 Measurement of the ratios B(Bs→Kµν)/B(Bs→Dsµν) and ∣Vub∣/∣Vcb∣ |Vub| 

PAPER-2020-036 Measurement of CP observables in B±→D(∗)K± and B±→D(∗)π± decays γ

CONF-2020-003 Update of the LHCb gamma combination  γ

PAPER-2020-040 Measurement of direct CP violation in the decay B+→K+π0 Kπ puzzle 

PAPER-2020-039 Evidence of a J/ψΛ resonance and observation of excited Ξ∗− states in Ξb→J/ψΛK− Pcs
0(4459) 

PAPER-2020-041 Angular analysis of the decay B+→K∗+µ+µ− P5’ 

Wed 28 Oct Thu 29 Oct Fri 30 Oct 

Morning Opening 
PAPER-2020-033 
PAPER-2020-037 
IFT 

Spectroscopy 
PAPER-2020-035 
PAPER-2020-034 
PAPER-2020-039 

Rare Decays 
PAPER-2020-041 

Afternoon CPV + mixing 
PAPER-2020-036 
CONF-2020-003 
PAPER-2020-040 

Semileptonics 
PAPER-2020-038 
 

QEE 
PAPER-2020-027 
 
Closing 



Large effort by analysts and reviewers! 
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Suppressed decays

Searches for suppressed counterparts of well known decays

15

BR(B0 → J/ψφ) < 1.1 x 10-7 @90% CL

LHCb-PAPER-2020-033

LHCb-PAPER-2020-037

arXiv:2010.11986

LHCb Preliminary

LHCb Preliminary

LHCb Preliminary

NEW 2020

LHCb � combination

Last LHCb average: � = (74+5
�6)

�
[LHCb-CONF-2018-002]

New average � = (67 ± 4)
� includes:

B± ! D(⇤)K± with D ! hh,K 0
Shh updated with Run2 data

B± ! D(⇤)⇡± with D ! hh,K 0
Shh included for the first time

[LHCB-PAPER-2020-036 (in preparation), arXiv:2010.08483]

TD Bs ! D⌥
s K±⇡±⇡⌥ for the first time [LHCB-PAPER-2020-030 (in preparation)]

and more, see LHCb-CONF-2020-003 (in preparation)

Getting closer to challenge precision of global fits: � = (65.7+1.0
�2.5)

�
[CKMfitter]

New most precise measurement of �ms vital input for global CKM fits

10th LHCb Implications workshop, d’Argent Measurements of the CKM angle � at LHCb 14 / 14

Raw Asymmetry Measurement

10/28/2020 8

• Split data by charge 
and magnet polarity

• Signal tails, some shape 
parameters of peaking and 

from simulation
• Yields and asymmetries vary 

freely for all fit components 
(except )

• (MU),
(MD) signal events

• 𝐫𝐚𝐰

'(4740) in	//1a structure
• An	excess	observed	in	background-subtracted	S(//1a)
spectrum	of	%-. → //1a2$2" decays

LHCb-PAPER-2020-035				LHCb	preliminary

10/29/20 Implications	workshop	2020 12

'(4740)

1 2^ , <4=(3872) vetoed	by	cutting	S(//12$2")
No	similar	structure	in	simulated	%-. → //1a∗ decays
Need	a	full	amplitude	analysis	to	study	interference
Coherent	sum	of	signal	and	background	components	as	
alternative	fit	model	at	this	stage

Signal	significance	~5.2L
 [MeV]φψJ/m
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X(4700)		5.6s
Run-I Close	to	'(4700) observed	

in	%$ → //1a#$ ?	

The	%$ → //1a#$ analysis	
with	Run-I	+	Run-II	data	is	
on	going.	Stay	tuned	for	
improved	precisions	!

PRL118(2017)022003

Full	6D	amplitude	analysis

10/29/20 Implications	workshop	2020 15

• Adding	a	34- improves	−2lnn by	43	units,	~4.3L significance
• o. pq significance	when	syst.	uncertainty	considered
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Zooms	in	to	34- signal	region	for	better	visibilityTwo	Ξ∗" states

preliminary
preliminary

preliminary

Consistent	with	PDG,	
with	improved	precision

LHCb-PAPER-2020-039				LHCb	preliminary

34- mass	19MeV below	the	Ξ4.!s∗. threshold.			Statistic	not	enough	for	/t determination.
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Figure 3: Mass projections of (a) D+K+⇡�, (b) K+⇡�, (c) D+D� and (d) D+⇡� systems
for the Ds0(2590)+ (JP = 0�) model. Data points are shown in black with the background
subtracted statistically using the sPlot method [37]. Fit results are overlaid as a solid red
histogram, and individual contributions shown as dotted histograms.

Table 1: Fit fractions for the three D+
s components in the low K+⇡� mass region (m(K+⇡�) <

0.75GeV). The interference fraction between the Ds0(2590)+ and NR components is denoted as
D+

s0-NR. There is no interference between any other two components due to the orthogonality
relation of the Wigner small-d matrices for di↵erent spins.

Fit fraction (%)
Ds0(2590)+ 63 ± 9 (stat)± 9 (syst)
Ds1(2536)+ 3.9± 1.4 (stat)± 0.8 (syst)
NR 51 ± 11 (stat)± 19 (syst)
D+

s0-NR �18 ± 18 (stat)± 24 (syst)

the small excess in the D+⇡� mass at about 2.45GeV could be possible charm-resonant149

contributions, e.g. the D⇤
2(2460)

0 state. A systematic uncertainty is introduced to take150

its e↵ect into account. Fit fractions [9] for the three D+
s components in the low K+⇡�

151

mass region obtained from the fit are listed in Table 1. The interference fraction between152

the Ds0(2590)+ and NR components is also listed, whose negative central value explains153

why the full amplitude distribution lies below the NR distribution in some regions of the154

comparisons of the data with the fit results in Fig. 3.155

Systematic uncertainties on the measured properties are summarised in Table 2. The156

primary source is related to the choice of the Ds0(2590)+ width model, which is evaluated157

by describing the partial width of the Ds0(2590)+ ! DK⇡ channel with a three-body158

5

Results: |Vub|/|Vcb|

|Vub|/|Vcb|(low) = 0.0607 ± 0.0015(stat) ± 0.0013(syst) ± 0.0008(Ds) ± 0.0030(FF )

|Vub|/|Vcb|(high) = 0.0946 ± 0.0030(stat)+0.0024
≠0.0025(syst) ± 0.0013(Ds) ± 0.0068(FF )
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• |Vub|/|Vcb|(high): compatible with �b æ pµ≠‹µ

• Discrepancy between |Vub|/|Vcb|(low) and other Measurements
• Need to measure the full q2 shape of B0

s æ K≠µ+‹µ

B. Khanji (Dortmund) LHCb results and prospects on Semi-leptonic decays October 29, 2020 15 / 29

Angular analysis of B-meson decays B+ æ Kú+µ+µ≠
(9 fb

≠1
)

B+ æ Kú+ (æ K0
S fi+) µ+µ≠: Angular observables P (Õ)

i [LHCb-PAPER-2020-041]
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ASZB SM predictions by [JHEP08(2016)098] and [Eur.Phys.J.C75(2015)382]
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Deadlines? 

N. Tuning - Starterkit - 4 Nov 2020  

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/viewauth/LHCbPhysics/UpcomingDeadlines 

•  We start to worry ~now about Moriond... 
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“Moriond” ? 

This was not a conference or a school, but a gathering 
(“rencontre”) of minds. The name of what became a series of 
meetings reflects this original motivation. Held in Moriond 
village, the very first of the Rencontres de Moriond was a 
resounding success.  (1965)
The 20 participants included theorists and experimenters of 
all ages, from France, Italy (Frascati) and Germany (DESY). 
The time was well filled with fruitful but relaxed discussions, 
culinary experiments, skiing, and evenings spent listening to 
music performed by the scientists themselves.

Gradually, the Rencontres de Moriond became known as the 
annual fair of the high-energy physics community. 
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Figure 8: The optimised angular observables in bins of q2, determined from a maximum likelihood
fit to the data. The shaded boxes show the SM prediction taken from Ref. [14].
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Summary 

Figure 6.2: The predicted constraints on the indirect CP violation asymmetry in charm from
the decay channels indicated in the labels at the bottom of the columns. Predictions are shown
in LS2 (2020) from LHCb, LS3 (2025) from LHCb, at the end of Belle II (2025), and at the end
of the HL-LHC LHCb Upgrade II programme.
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Figure 6.3: The estimated constraints for LHCb Upgrade II on �, |q/p| from the combination of
the analyses in the previous section (red) compared to the current world-average precision [25]
(light blue).

with new physics sensitive loop processes or those with exchange diagrams where larger SM
contributions are expected. The precision study of modes containing neutral particles will be
opened up by the proposed calorimeter of Upgrade II.

Direct CP violation e↵ects in the charm system could be larger than those in indirect CP
violation, and Upgrade II will be able to characterise the direct CP sources. Alternatively CP
violation e↵ects may be very small and Upgrade II will be needed to probe them. In either
scenario the experiment will have a strong programme in this field.
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•  Precision measurements to scrutinize the Standard Model 
•  Precision measurements only way to reach very high mass scales 
•  Precision measurements are not yet precise enough 
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Figure 10.2: Evolving constraints in the ⇢̄ � ⌘̄ plane from LHCb measurements and lattice QCD calcula-
tions, alone, with current inputs (2018), and the anticipated improvements from the data accumulated by
2025 (23 fb�1) and 2035 (300 fb�1), taking the values given in Table 10.1. The hadronic parameter ⇠ is
a necessary input in the determination of the side opposite � and is assumed to be calculated with a
precision of 0.6% and 0.3%, in 2025 and 2035, respectively [614]. In the future projections the central
values of the inputs have been adjusted to provide internal consistency.
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a necessary input in the determination of the side opposite � and is assumed to be calculated with a
precision of 0.6% and 0.3%, in 2025 and 2035, respectively [614]. In the future projections the central
values of the inputs have been adjusted to provide internal consistency.
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Thanks! 
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Some links 

•  Twiki  
–  https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/viewauth/LHCbPhysics/LHCbPhysics 

–  https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCbPhysics/LHCbPhysicsAnalysisTopicsByWorkingGroup 

•  Constitution  
–  https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCbPhysics/LHCbPhysicsOrganisation 

•  Analysis database 
–  http://lhcb-wg.web.cern.ch/lhcb-WG/ 

•  EB status 
–  https://lhcb-publications-stats.web.cern.ch/lhcb-publications-stats/active.html 

•  Upcoming conference deadlines 
–  https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LHCbPhysics/UpcomingDeadlines 

•  Publication rules  
–  https://lhcb.web.cern.ch/lhcb_page/collaboration/organization/editorial_board/PublicationProcedureNovember2011.pdf 

•  Guidelines for high-profile analyses 
–  https://indico.cern.ch/event/715188/contributions/2948291/attachments/1623378/2584231/

Guidelines_high_impact_analyses_FINAL.pdf 
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